
PC 6.8.4: Scalability of Multifunctional ZTACH® ACE FHE LED Electroactive Light Sheets for 
Aerospace and Automotive Applications 

An accomplished team of researchers from industry and academia will explore the viability of 
FHE-enabled high power systems for the development of a next generation LED Electroactive 
Light Sheets.  Utilizing the latest broadband white light LEDs, this device incorporates an 
innovative arrangement of high-density arrays of LEDs with flexible substrates and configured 
into conformal light sheets; designed to illumninate around sharp corners, inside cavities, and 
other challenging areas.  These FHE LED lighty sheets will be enabled utilizing Sunray Scientific’s 
innovative ZTACH® ACE (Anisotropic Conductive Epoxy) magnetically-aligned high-density 
interconnects, a proven replacement for solder interconnects and underfill, facilitating high volume 
manufacturing of highly reliable, flexible, and stretchable electronics with existing surface mount 
technology (SMT) processes.  This initiative will demonstrate the assembly, reliability, and 
scalability of the FHE LED configuration, utilizing White LEDs to demonstrate a functioning 
technology demonstrator that advances overall manufacturing potential of next generation LED 
Light Sheets. 

Compared to conventional soldering connections and techniques, ZTACH® ACE also provides 
superior structural strength and vibration isolation performance. These attributes ultimately 
enhance functionality and reliability; critically necessary to meet the most stringent requirements 
of FHE-enabled devices such as lighting requirements in physically demanding, high stress 
environments.  Such inherent characteristics furthermore enable more rapid device maturation, 
more readily satisfy regulatory and certification requirements of such commercialized products, 
and provide a sound basis for scaled production with US manufacturing technology and domestic 
supply chains, ultimately addressing national priority needs. 

The team comprised of SunRay Scientific and Auburn University will reliably validate the novel 
FHE-based LED assembly technology needed to demonstrate feasibility of next generation 
conformal lighting systems.  With a more uniform lumens per unit area illimination as compared 
to conventional lighting systems, applications of the proposed devices and the enabling 
technology demonstrators functionally extend beyond medical systems and include incorporation 
into transportation, construction, and aerospace-related sectors. 

Research and development, presently at TRL 5 / MRL 4, will concentrate on scaled incorporation 
of broad-spectrum white light LEDs attached to flexible substrates with and without encapsulation, 
enabling higher light output, flexible, reduced weight and scalable solution for high volume 
manufacturing. This baseline development of dense arrays will serve as a basis of comparison 
before proceeding with more advanced, higher power density LEDs in a dense matrix on flexible 
substrates.  The end state manufacturing goals for this collaborative endeavor are a TRL 7 / MRL 
7. 

 


